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A Small Canine Ate a Human’s Eyelid
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Abstract
An elderly woman had been bedridden for several years, and was neither able to move her limbs
or speak. One night, the woman’s family forgot that their small canine entered her room and was
leaving overnight. Next morning, they discovered that the skin of the woman’s right eyelid had been
gnawed away by all the layers by the dog.
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Case Presentation
An 83 years old woman had been bedridden for several years, and was neither able to move her
limbs or speak being at home in local city of Japan. One night, the woman’s family forgot that their
small canine (Shih Tzu) entered her room and was leaving overnight. When the family went to the
room the following morning, they discovered that the skin of the woman’s right eyelid had been
gnawed away by all the layers by the dog.
In our hospital, we could repair the patient’s eyelid using a subcutaneous flap (for inner side)
and a forehead flap (for outer side) (Figure 1 and 2).
It is a worldwide pet boom. Above all, in Japan, the popularity of the dog is high and the small
dog which it is possible to breed seems specifically liked indoors. The small dog is lovely like the
small animal and has felt like the animal which is different from the medium or large sized dog but
the ancestor is the same wolf. Don't forget being a carnivorous-animal.
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Because this patient was bedridden, while licking a dog because it might have thought that it is
a moribund game and the leavings of the food adhered to the eyelid, it only may be to have been
advanced in the eating. Also, the involvement of the stress which was left by indoors, too, is thought
of.

Figure 1: Pre- operation design.
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Figure 2: Post-operation.
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Although there are many injuries due to dog bites there is no
report of the heavy wound by the small dog. It thinks that the bonesof-viscerocranium case of the dog of the brachyrhinia type (short
nose dog) like the Shih Tzu doesn't suit an attack, too [1,2]. And
then, it will have become the external injury gross result as it takes in
the lick. There is possibility that the danger which is same when the
indoor dog and the elderly which needs nursing care live at the urban
dwelling increases.
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